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 SOLVeNTS aND STRIPPeRS

#332 graFFiti remover
FOR NON-POROUS SURFACES
- Environmentally safe and biodegradable formula removes  
 graffiti from non-porous surfaces
- Non-flammable and low-odor
- No amyl acetate or methylene chloride making it safer to use   
 compared to other products
- Highly effective, economical formula
- Not for use on vinyl surfaces

#663 aLUMINUM TRaNSMISSION & 
eNGINe CLeaNeR 
POWDERED HOT-WATER NON-CORROSIVE DEGREASER
- Generates less waste than solvent cleaning
- Contains corrosion inhibitors to prevent flash rusting
- Will not leave a film or residue

#1447 GRaFFITI WIPeS 
HIGHLY EFFECTIVE SOY-BASED FORMULA
- The most effective wipes available
- Environmentally safe and biodegradable formula
- Abrasive yet non-scratching fabric aids in cleaning
- Pre-moistened with a powerful cleaning formula that does not   
 contain amyl acetate or methylene chloride, making them 
 safer to use than traditional graffiti removal products

#8200 NON-FLaMMaBLe SaFeTY SOLVeNT
FAST-DRYING WITH HIGH DIELECTRIC STRENGTH
- Dries quickly and leaves no residue
- Non-flammable formula
- Dielectric strength of 30,000 volts
- Can be used on electric motors, generators or other electrical   
 equipment during operation

#8307 gel graFFitti remover 
POWERFUL GRAFFITI ERASER
- Removes graffiti and hard-to-remove marks from a variety 
 of surfaces
- Removes both oil- and water-based stains without scrubbing

LUBRICaNTS
#300 multi-purpose penetrant  
LUBRICATES, PENETRATES, AND DEMOISTURIZES
- Protects against corrosion to extend life of machinery
- Displaces and seals out moisture
- Saves on production, maintenance and repair time
- Used by mechanics, machinists, pipe fitters, assemblers, 
 plumbers and maintenance personnel

#301 cutting & tapping oil 
OIL-BASED COOLANT AND LUBE
- Extends tool life and improves productivity
- Promotes residual lubrication, cleaner cuts, smoother finishes   
 and cooler tool temperatures
- Especially useful in all milling, boring, cutting, grinding, tapping,  
 threading, sawing and machining operations
- Not for use on copper or aluminum

#303 metalworking coolant & lube 
SYNTHETIC DILUTABLE CONCENTRATE
- Protects finished work from flash rusting
- Contains no silicone
- Makes a clear solution when diluted
- Dilution ratios can vary for the best economy under various conditions
- Non-corrosive to all metals, including aluminum and copper

#336 GRaPHITe LUBRICaNT  
EXTREME HEAT AND PRESSURE LUBE
- Long-term protection even when exposed to steam, damp 
 atmospheres and salt spray
- Protects metal parts under sustained temperatures up to 2100 °F
- Acts as a sealant, reduces friction, and makes tighter, firmer joints

#8100 HeaVY DUTY PeNeTRaTING OIL 
PENETRATES AND LOOSENS RUSTED PARTS
- Designed to penetrate and free rusted and corroded parts
- Displaces moisture on electrical and electronic equipment
- Retards corrosion
- Waterproofs ignition systems and terminals
- Special aerosol valve allows operation from any angle or position
- Non-conducting up to 45,000 volts

#8101 MULTI-PURPOSe PeNeTRaNT  
LUBRICANT AND DEMOISTURANT, VOC COMPLIANT
- Displaces moisture on electrical and electronic equipment
- Never dries
- Protects metal indoors and outdoors
- Waterproofs ignition systems and terminals

#8102 SILICONe LUBe  
FAST-DRYING AND NON-STAINING
- High quality lubricant made with reacted grade silicone
- Instantly stops parts from sticking, binding and squeaking
- Seals out moisture to protect against rust and corrosion
- Formulated with fast-drying solvents to prevent gumming
- Will not cause “fish eyes” when painted over

#8211 graphite lubricant  
DRY FILM HEAT HEAT AND PRESSURE LUBE
- Penetrates deeply, dries quickly and sheds moisture
- Hardens to a tough, long-lasting, tack-free film
- Can endure temperature variations as high as 800 °F to a low of -100 °F
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#123 SHIeLD  
WATER-BASED STONE AND CONCRETE IMPREGNATOR
- Protects porous stone and concrete surfaces from the  
 damaging effects of water, oil, dirt and grease
- Sweeps rain water off of outdoor surfaces, preventing slips
- Makes cleaning and maintaining surfaces easy
- Leaves a natural, “un-sealed” appearance on surfaces

#135 eNVIRO-TeRRa™ CONCeNTRaTe  
SAFER ACID REPLACEMENT CLEANER, 18% ACTIVE
-  The performance of acid, but as mild as dish soap
-  pH is less than 1, but safer to users
-  Removes rust, scale, lime, stains, grease and beerstone
-  Non-toxic, non-caustic, non-fuming, and biodegradable
-  Up to 1:25 concentrate

#137 eNVIRO-TeRRa™ hd  
HIGHLY CONCENTRATED SAFER ACID REPLACEMENT, 40% ACTIVE
-  The performance of acid, but as mild as dish soap
-  pH is less than 1, but safer to users
-  Removes cement from equipment, forms, and tools
-  Removes hard water buildup, limescale, and corrosion
-  Biodegradable, non-flammable
-  Up to 1:10 concentrate

#140 MURIaTIC aCID CLeaNeR  
19.5% HYDROCHLORIC ACID
- Restores the natural color of brick or stone that is discolored   
 from wear or weathering
- Quickly removes mortar, plaster, cement and concrete
- Cleans and descales machinery parts
- Inhibitors protect metal surfaces
- Use to remove cement from cement trucks 
- NSF Certified: A3

#143 organic acid cleaner
CONCENTRATED PHOSPHORIC ACID
- Cleans without the fumes and others hazards of strong acids
- Cleans quickly and efficiently
- Effectively removes heavy lime and scale buildup

#159 stain-sorb 
LIQUID STAIN ABSORBENT
- Highly effective against oils, greases, BBQ grill stains, silicone 
 oils from tire dressings, and other stains 
- Ideal for use on asphalt, concrete, paving stones, pressure 
 treated wood, composite decking, and other surfaces
- Easy to apply by pouring, spraying or brushing onto stained surfaces
-  Absorbs stains from pores as it dries
- Quickly dries to a powder for easy removal, no scrubbing or 
 rinsing necessary 
-  Works on vertical surfaces

#288 LIQUID GReeN FIRe™ 
ICE MELT AND DUST CONTROL PRODUCT
- For use on parking lots, roadways, sidewalks, or other foot   
 traffic areas
- Effective in temperatures of -60 °F
- In winter use as an accelerator, pre-wetter, or deicer
- In summer use as dust control product
- Aqua green appearance for easy application

#332  GRaFFITI ReMOVeR
FOR NON-POROUS SURFACES
- Environmentally safe and biodegradable formula removes  
 graffiti from non-porous surfaces
- Non-flammable and low-odor
- No amyl acetate or methylene chloride making it safer to use   
 compared to other products
- Highly effective, economical formula
- Not for use on vinyl surfaces

#344 RUST away  
PH-NEUTRAL, REUSABLE RUST REMOVER THAT RESISTS 
FLASH RUSTING
- Easily removes stubborn rust deposits without scrubbing
- Inhibits flash rusting for weeks after use
- Non-corrosive, non-toxic formula, and biodegradable

#346 RUST CONVeRTeR  
STOPS RUST AND CONVERTS IT INTO AN INERT,  
PROTECTIVE COATING
-  Chemically converts rust to a stable, paintable surface; not a 
 simple remover or cleaner
-  Converted surfaces are prepared for oil-based paints
-  No sand blasting, grinding, or etching required

#347 CONVeRT 
SPRAYABLE RUST CONVERTER
-  Special thinning agents allow for application through 
 pressurized sprayers
-  Chemically converts rust to a stable, paintable surface; not a 
 simple remover or cleaner
-  Converted surfaces are prepared for oil-based paints
-  No sand blasting, grinding, or etching required

#414 BLaST 
DEGREASER, RELEASES OILS FROM WATER
- Concentrated cleaner cleans and degreases trucks, cars 
 and equipment
- After removing greases and oils from equipment, the rinse 
 water releases the oils so clean water may be recycled
- Reduces odors, reduces oil/water separator pump-outs, 
 and allows efficient use of wash water

#424 SaFeTY FIRST aRP-424 
AIRCRAFT CLEANER AND DEGREASER
- Non-toxic, biodegradable degreasing formula
- Rinses film-free
- Meets ARP 1755A regulations
- Safe for hot or cold use
- Will not harm decals or paint

#527 BIO-BLaST™ HCB 
CONSUMES ODORS IN FUEL CONTAMINATED WATER
-  Specifically formulated to consume hydrocarbons
- Reduces sludge and solids buildup in reclamation pits
- Reduces odors by digesting malodorous compounds inside pit

#700 PURe eZ™ ReLeaSe 
ASPHALT RELEASE AGENT, WITH SOY
- Provides a thin film to prevent asphalt from sticking to surfaces
- Protects surfaces and saves time and money during cleanup
- Extends the working life of expensive tools and equipment
- Economical formula will not harm equipment or degrade  
 quality of asphalt

#1801 aSPHaLT PaTCH  
PAVING PATCH MATERIAL
- Can be used in any weather
- No primer coat is needed
- Can be used in temperatures as low as 15 °F
- Contains aggregate and is ready to be shoveled into crack or   
 hole immediately from the container
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POWDeRS

#675 CaPTURe 
ABSORBS 100 TIMES ITS OWN WEIGHT AND FORMS AN  
EASY-TO-CLEAN-UP GEL 
- Absorbs up to 100 times its own weight
- Instantly activates on contact with liquids turning spills and 
 mishaps into a thick gel
- Neutralizes unpleasant odors with a floral fragrance

aeROSOLS

#8303 LeMO-SHINe FURNITURe POLISH  
BLEND OF BEESWAX AND MINK OIL
- Seals wood pores and provides long-lasting protection
- Safe on almost any wood surface
- Leaves a bright shine and long-lasting protection

#8346 RUSt CONVeRTeR aerosol  
STOPS RUST, CONVERTS IT INTO AN INERT, PROTECTIVE COATING
- Chemically converts rust to a stable, rust-free surface; not a 
 simple remover or cleaner
- Converted surfaces are prepared for oil-based paints
- No sand blasting, grinding, or etching required

FIRe FIGHTING PRODUCTS

#395 WaTeR WeTTeR 
INCREASES PENETRATING ABILITY OF WATER
- Increases the wetting and penetrating ability of water
- Special wetting agent is designed to help fight stubborn, 
 smoldering fires in upholstery, bedding, paper, hay and brush
- Treated water penetrates more quickly, extinguishing blazes   
 with only 1/3 as much water
- Biodegradable and non-corrosive formula
- Will not harm tanks or fittings
- Compatible with foams and tank protectors

#627 TaNK SaVeR 
SILICATE PROTECTS AGAINST RUST AND CORROSION
- Forms a thin protective film on all exposed metal surfaces
- Designed for utility, industrial and municipal storage tanks, fire 
 departments, laundry and hotel water storage systems
- Non-toxic, odorless and tasteless formula
- Protects all metals including iron, steel, galvanized steel, brass, 
 bronze, copper and alloys
- May be used for potable water without rinsing 
- NSF Certified: G3

 

ODOR CONTROL
#287 GLYCOLIZed odor control 
NEUTRALIZES ODORS WITH A FRESH FLORAL SCENT
- Fresh floral scent
- Eliminates musty odors, smoke and other malodors
- Non-staining formula

#371 Lemon sewer sweetener 
WATER-BASED ODOR CONTROLLER
- Powerful fragrance does not affect bacterial action
- Water-based formula

#375 Cherry Sewer Sweetener
WATER-BASED ODOR CONTROLLER
- Powerful fragrance does not affect bacterial action
- Water-based formula

#377 citra Fresh
CONCENTRATED ODOR ELIMINATOR WITH CITRUS SCENT
- Keeps unpleasant odors away for hours
- Pleasant citrus fragrance

#560 deodorant granules 
ABSORBENT CHERRY SCENTED GRANULES
- Ideal for quick cleanup of pet mistakes, vomit and other spills
- Granules contain the powerful odor neutralizer, ODB, making   
 them an extremely effective deodorizer
- Highly absorbent

MeTeReD aIR FReSHeNeRS
NEUTRALIZES MALODORS, VOC COMPLIANT,  
3000 METERED SPRAYS
- Complies with all current VOC regulations
- Non-staining dry mist leaves no residue
- Fragrance stays suspended in air to provide a pleasant 
 aroma in the atmosphere
- Controls odors in up to 6000 cubic feet of space

#8427 mountain breeze


